River Rangers Excursion to SERCUL (27/10/16)

Amy showed Room 17 a diagram for oblong or long necked turtles.

Amy showed us an empty long necked turtle shell.

The students were given a long-necked turtle lifecycle sheet where they had to draw the missing pictures.
Amy talked about foxes sniffing out the eggs of the long necked turtle.

Every group got a preserved frog and had to write about them on a piece of paper. They also got information sheets.

Marie showed the students different aboriginal artworks.

After the students did their own aboriginal artworks Marie showed them a map representing a story of the trip to SERCUL.
Amy showed us a Scar tree. She explained to us how Nyoongar people cut hollows in them, leaving 'scars'.

This was a photo of the Canning River.

This tree was from a farm that was on the land from a long time ago.